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Liberty and the Great Libertarians - Charles T. Sprading 2015-04-15
In 1913, Charles T. Sprading (1871-1959) wrote a book of remarkable prescience that anticipated the
systematic development of an American libertarian tradition. He called it Liberty and the Great
Libertarians. What he provided was a biography and intellectual analysis of some thirty great thinkers.
Most valuable is his extraordinary job of editing. He chooses the best and most enlightening of their
writings and brings them to life. The thinkers covered include Edmund Burke, Thomas Paine, Thomas
Jefferson, William Godwin, Wilhelm von Humboldt, John Stuart Mill, Ralph Waldo Emerson, William Lloyd
Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Josiah Warren, Max Stirner, Henry D. Thoreau, Herbert Spencer, Lysander
Spooner, Henry George, Benjamin Tucker, Pierre Kropotkin, Abraham Lincoln, Auberon Herbert, G.
Bernard Shaw, Oscar Wilde, Maria Montessori, and others. Now, not all of these people would be
considered libertarians by the modern understanding. Some even called themselves socialists, as absurd as
that may sound to us today. But they all exhibited in their writings a deep and abiding attachment to the
idea of human liberty. They agree in the primacy of the individual. They agreed that the greatest threat to
individual rights is the state. And they believed in fighting for these rights. They believed in the freedom of
assembly, freedom of press, freedom of religion, freedom to think and act. They hated war and social
control. They rejected every form of authoritarianism, and, in all these areas, they made huge contributions.
As Sprading says in his introduction: The greatest violator of the principle of equal liberty is the State. Its
functions are to control, to rule, to dictate, to regulate, and in exercising these functions it interferes with
and injures individuals who have done no wrong. The objection to government is, not that it controls those
who invade the liberty of others, but that it controls the non-invader. It may be necessary to govern one
who will not govern himself, but that in no wise justifies governing one who is capable of and willing to
govern himself. To argue that because some need restraint all must be restrained is neither consistent nor
logical. Governments cannot accept liberty as their fundamental basis for justice, because governments rest
upon authority and not upon liberty. To accept liberty as the fundamental basis is to discard authority; that
is, to discard government itself; as this would mean the dethronement of the leaders of government, we can
expect only those who have no economic compromises to make, to accept equal liberty as the basis of
justice. The introduction alone is extraordinary, given the times. On war he writes: "How is war to be
abolished? By going to war? Is bloodshed to be stopped by the shedding of blood? No; the way to stop war
is to stop going to war; stop supporting it and it will fall, just as slavery did, just as the Inquisition did. The
end of war is in sight; there will be no more world wars. The laboring-man, who has always done the
fighting, is losing his patriotism; he is beginning to realize that he has no country or much of anything else
to fight for, and is beginning to decline the honor of being killed for the glory and profits of the few. Those
who profit by war, those who own the country, will not fight for it; that is, they are not patriotic if it is
necessary for them to do the killing or to be killed in war. In all the wars of history there are very few
instances of the rich meeting their death on the battlefield." This is a fat book, 542 pages, with a vast index.
It remains the best chronicle of libertarian thought ever put together, which is why Murray Rothbard chose
this book as one of his favorites. This edition is a reprint of the original 1913 volume.
Picturesque London - Percy Fitzgerald 2019-11-27
"Picturesque London" by Percy Fitzgerald. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
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titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
ACCT3 Financial - Jonathan Tyler 2018-09-01
ACCT3 Financial is the Asia-Pacific edition of the proven 4LTR press approach to financial accounting,
designed to enhance students learning experiences. The text is for teaching students learning the
preparers/debits and credits approach and is presented in an easy-to-read and accessible style. Concise and
complete new data and case studies from the Australian branch of CSL have been included as well as fully
updated content. This new edition also includes a strong suite of student and instructor resources,
including CourseMate Express, to enhance student learning and revision.
The Armies of the Streets - Adrian Cook 2021-10-21
In July 1863 New York City experienced widespread rioting unparalleled in the history of the nation. Here
for the first time is a scholarly analysis of the Draft Riots, dealing with motives and with the reasons for the
recurring civil disorders in nineteenth-century New York: the appalling living conditions, the corruption of
the civic government, and the geographical and economic factors that led up to the social upheaval.
Charlotte - Helen Moffett 2021-05
For lovers of Pride and Prejudice and Bridgerton, an intoxicating novel thattells the story of Charlotte
Lucas, who marries the unfortunate Mr Collinsafter Lizzy Bennet spurns him.
Gracelin O'Malley - Ann Moore 2014-09-30
Set during Ireland’s devastating potato famine, a spellbinding novel of a young woman torn between love
for her family and duty to her English husband. Patrick O’Malley names his newborn daughter Gracelin for
the light of the sea that shines in her eyes. But when young Gracelin is only six years old, her mother’s
untimely death drains joy and laughter from the O’Malley clan. At fifteen, Gracelin saves her family from
financial ruin by marrying Bram Donnelly, the son of a wealthy English landowner. But, even though
Gracelin is Protestant, she is snubbed by English high society for marrying above her station. To
temporarily appease her husband’s cruel nature, she intends to provide him with an heir—but that, too, will
end in sorrow. As famine sweeps Ireland, Gracelin openly defies her husband by feeding the desperate
souls who come to their door. In secret, she also sides with the rebels who call themselves the Young
Irelanders. Led by Morgan McDonagh and joined by Gracelin’s beloved brother, Sean, the Irelanders are
determined to fight and free their homeland from the yoke of English rule. A vivid chronicle of nineteenthcentury Ireland, the first volume of Ann Moore’s popular trilogy introduces a courageous young heroine and
movingly portrays an indomitable people as they struggle to survive the infamous famine and the brutal
civil war that arrived in its wake. Fans of gripping historical fiction will love this “epic saga that sweeps you
into the life of a remarkable woman” (Romantic Times).
West Virginia Blue Book - 1916
A Cat, a Hat and a Piece of String - Joanne Harris 2014
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A second short story collection from Joanne Harris, author of Chocolat and Peaches for Monsieur le Cure.
Stories are like Russian dolls; open them up, and in each one you'll find another story.' Conjured from a
wickedly imaginative pen, here is a new collection of short stories that showcases Joanne Harris's
exceptional storytelling art.
The History of the Negro Church - Carter Godwin Woodson 1921

in order to facilitate the ease of printing and reading of the dissertation.
Come Juneteenth - Ann Rinaldi 2007
Fourteen-year-old Luli and her family face tragedy after failing to tell their slaves that President Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation made them free.
The Ice Cream Queen of Orchard Street - Susan Jane Gilman 2014-06-10
"An upside-down, funhouse treat. You'll lick it up." - USA Today In 1913, little Malka Treynovsky flees
Russia with her family. Bedazzled by tales of gold and movie stardom, she tricks them into buying tickets
for America. Yet no sooner do they land on the squalid Lower East Side of Manhattan when Malka is
crippled and abandoned in the street. Taken in by an Italian ices peddler, she manages to survive through
cunning and inventiveness. As she learns the secrets of his trade, she begins to shape her own destiny. She
falls in love with a gorgeous, illiterate radical named Albert, and they set off across America in an ice cream
truck. Slowly, she transforms herself into Lillian Dunkle, "The Ice Cream Queen" -- doyenne of an empire of
ice cream franchises and a celebrated television personality. Yet Lillian Dunkle is nothing like the whimsical
motherly persona she crafts for herself in the media. Conniving, profane, and irreverent, she is a supremely
complex woman who prefers a good stiff drink to an ice cream cone. And when her past begins to catch up
with her, everything she has spent her life building will be at stake.
History of Edgecombe County, North Carolina - Joseph Kelly Turner 1920

ACCT3 Management - Prabhu Sivabalan 2018-09-01
ACCT3 Management is the Asia-Pacific edition of the proven 4LTR press approach to management
accounting, designed to enhance students learning experiences. The text is for teaching students learning
the preparers/debits and credits approach and is presented in an easy-to-read and accessible style. This
third edition includes a strong suite of student and instructor resources that enhance student learning and
revision. New, print versions of this book come with bonus online study tools on the CourseMate Express
platform Learn more about the online tools cengage.com.au/learning-solutions
Picturesque Sketches of London - Thomas Miller 1852
The Chanel Sisters - Judithe Little 2020-12-29
A USA Today and Globe and Mail bestseller! A novel of survival, love, loss, triumph—and the sisters who
changed fashion forever Antoinette and Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel know they’re destined for something
better. Abandoned by their family at a young age, they’ve grown up under the guidance of nuns preparing
them for simple lives as the wives of tradesmen or shopkeepers. At night, their secret stash of romantic
novels and magazine cutouts beneath the floorboards are all they have to keep their dreams of the future
alive. The walls of the convent can’t shield them forever, and when they’re finally of age, the Chanel sisters
set out together with a fierce determination to prove themselves worthy to a society that has never
accepted them. Their journey propels them out of poverty and to the stylish cafés of Moulins, the dazzling
performance halls of Vichy—and to a small hat shop on the rue Cambon in Paris, where a boutique business
takes hold and expands to the glamorous French resort towns. But the sisters’ lives are again thrown into
turmoil when World War I breaks out, forcing them to make irrevocable choices, and they’ll have to gather
the courage to fashion their own places in the world, even if apart from each other. “The Chanel Sisters
explores with care the timeless need for belonging, purpose, and love, and the heart’s relentless pursuit of
these despite daunting odds. Beautifully told to the last page.” —Susan Meissner, bestselling author of The
Last Year of the War
The Life of Lyman Trumbull - Horace White 1913

New Hampshire Coastal and Tidal Areas - United States. Engineers Corps 1965
The Velvet Hours - Alyson Richman 2016-09-06
From the international bestselling author of The Lost Wife and The Garden of Letters, comes a
story—inspired by true events—of two women pursuing freedom and independence in Paris during WWII.
As Paris teeters on the edge of the German occupation, a young French woman closes the door to her late
grandmother’s treasure-filled apartment, unsure if she’ll ever return. An elusive courtesan, Marthe de
Florian cultivated a life of art and beauty, casting out all recollections of her impoverished childhood in the
dark alleys of Montmartre. With Europe on the brink of war, she shares her story with her granddaughter
Solange Beaugiron, using her prized possessions to reveal her innermost secrets. Most striking of all are a
beautiful string of pearls and a magnificent portrait of Marthe painted by the Italian artist Giovanni Boldini.
As Marthe’s tale unfolds, like velvet itself, stitched with its own shadow and light, it helps to guide Solange
on her own path. Inspired by the true account of an abandoned Parisian apartment, Alyson Richman brings
to life Solange, the young woman forced to leave her fabled grandmother’s legacy behind to save all that
she loved.
Financial ACCT2 - Norman H. Godwin 2012-02-06
Created by the continuous feedback of a student-tested, faculty-approved process, Financial ACCT2 delivers
a visually appealing, succinct print component, tear-out review cards for students and instructors and a
consistent online offering with CengageNOW that includes online homework, an eBook, and access to
additional study aids all at a value-based price and proven to increase retention and outcomes. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
The Pickup - Nadine Gordimer 2002-10-07
Longlisted for the 2002 Booker Prize: the compelling story of a relationship between a young white South
African woman and a young Arab man
The Lost Boy: A Novel - Camilla Lackberg 2016-10-04
From the #1 international bestseller and Swedish crime sensation, Camilla Lackberg’s latest psychological
thriller ensnares Detective Patrik Hedstrom in a confounding new murder case. Detective Patrik Hedstrom
is no stranger to tragedy. A murder case concerning Fjällbacka’s dead financial director, Mats Sverin, is a
grim but useful distraction from his recent family misfortunes. It seems Sverin was a man who everybody
liked yet nobody really knew — a man with something to hide . . . His high school sweetheart, Nathalie, has
just returned to Fjällbacka with her five-year-old son — perhaps can she shed some light on who Sverin
really was? However, Nathalie has her own secret. If it’s discovered, she will lose her only child. As the

Samuel Pepys and the World He Lived in - Henry Benjamin Wheatley 1895
Impact on the Firm Value of Financial Institutions From Penalties for Violating Anti-Money Laundering and
Economic Sanctions - Kathleen Gowin 2019-08-07
Abstract: This research uses an event study to examine the impact on firm value of U.S. financial
institutions as a result of receiving an enforcement action for violations of anti-money laundering (AML)
regulations or the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) economic sanction regulations. There are 989
enforcement actions that are hand-collected in the period from January 2000 to November 2018. The final
sample includes 8,948 firm-quarterly observations representing 157 publicly traded financial institutions.
The proxy for firm value is the Tobin's Q ratio. The results demonstrate a negative impact on firm value by
the civil money penalties (CMP) issued by regulators or agencies of the federal government. The findings
are robust and statistically significant with three CMP proxies controlling for firm size, net interest margin,
market return, Tier 1 capital, debt, dividend yield, credit loss ratio, non-performing loans, and provision for
loan losses. Dissertation Discovery Company and Jacksonville University are dedicated to making scholarly
works more discoverable and accessible throughout the world. This dissertation, "Impact on the Firm Value
of Financial Institutions From Penalties for Violating Anti-Money Laundering and Economic Sanctions" by
Kathleen Donnelly Gowin, was obtained from Jacksonville University and is being sold with permission from
the author. The content of this dissertation has not been altered in any way. We have altered the formatting
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investigation stalls, the police have many questions. But there is only one that matters: Is there anything a
mother would not do to protect her child?
The Blue Orchard - Jackson Taylor 2010-01-12
On the eve of the Great Depression, Verna Krone, the child of Irish immigrants, must leave the eighth grade
and begin working as a maid to help support her family. Her employer takes inappropriate liberties, and as
Verna matures, it seems as if each man she meets is worse than the last. Through sheer force of will and a
few chance encounters, she manages to teach herself to read and becomes a nurse. But Verna’s new life
falls to pieces when she is arrested for assisting a black doctor with "illegal surgeries." As the media
firestorm rages, Verna reflects on her life while awaiting trial. Based on the life of the author’s own
grandmother and written after almost three hundred interviews with those involved in the real-life scandal,
The Blue Orchard is as elegant and moving as it is exact and convincing. It is a dazzling portrayal of the
changes America underwent in the first fifty years of the twentieth century. Readers will be swept into a
time period that in many ways mirrors our own. Verna Krone’s story is ultimately a story of the indomitable
nature of the human spirit—and a reminder that determination and self-education can defy the deforming
pressures that keep women and other disenfranchised groups down.
The Negro - William Edward Burghardt Du Bois 1915

nozzle equations. The nine appendices present discussions and proofs, and the generalized properties of
liquids and gas. Provides definitive information on selecting, sizing, and performing pipe-flow-rate
calculations, using the latest ISO and ANSI standards in both SI and US equivalents. Also presents physical
property data, support material for important fluid properties, accuracy estimation and installation
requirements for all commonly used flowmeters, guides to meter selection and accuracy, and coverage of
linear/differential producers. Includes tabular and graphical representations of equations and extensive
cross-referenced appendices.
The Planters of Colonial Virginia - Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker 2022-05-29
The Planters of Colonial Virginia is a research on the colonial Virginia political and economic experience of
the tobacco planter culture. The book covers a time from the founding of Jamestown to the disbursement of
the settlers to various other places.
Prices of Clothing - John M. Curran 1919
A Reader in Themed and Immersive Spaces - Scott A. Lukas 2016
"Themed spaces have, at their foundation, an overarching narrative, symbolic complex, or story that drives
the overall context of their spaces. Theming, in some very unique ways, has expanded beyond previous
stereotypes and oversimplifications of culture and place to now consider new and often controversial topics,
themes, and storylines."--Publisher's website.
Bushnell Family Genealogy - G. E. Bushnell 1998-12-01
Bushnell Family
The Community Library - Paul Kaufman 1967

Cairo Modern - Naguib Mahfouz 2011-04-27
In Naguib Mahfouz's suspenseful novel a bitter and ambitious nihilist, a beautiful and impoverished
student, and a corrupt official engage in a doomed ménage à trois. Cairo of the 1930s is a place of vast
social and economic inequities. It is also a time of change, when the universities have just opened to women
and heady new philosophies imported from Europe are stirring up debates among the young. Mahgub is a
fiercely proud student who is determined to keep both his poverty and his lack of principles secret from his
idealistic friends. When he finds that there are no jobs for those without connections, out of desperation he
agrees to participate in an elaborate deception. But what begins as a mere strategy for survival soon
becomes much more for both Mahgub and his partner in crime, an equally desperate young woman named
Ihsan. As they make their way through Cairo's lavish high society their precarious charade begins to
unravel and the terrible price of Mahgub's Faustian bargain becomes clear. Translated by William M.
Hutchins
Honolulu - Alan Brennert 2009-03-03
From the bestselling author of the "dazzling historical saga" (The Washington Post), Moloka'i, comes the
irresistible story of a young immigrant bride in a ramshackle town that becomes a great modern city "In
Korea in those days, newborn girls were not deemed important enough to be graced with formal names, but
were instead given nicknames, which often reflected the parents' feelings on the birth of a daughter: I knew
a girl named Anger, and another called Pity. As for me, my parents named me Regret." Honolulu is the rich,
unforgettable story of a young "picture bride" who journeys to Hawai'i in 1914 in search of a better life.
Instead of the affluent young husband and chance at an education that she has been promised, she is
quickly married off to a poor, embittered laborer who takes his frustrations out on his new wife. Renaming
herself Jin, she makes her own way in this strange land, finding both opportunity and prejudice. With the
help of three of her fellow picture brides, Jin prospers along with her adopted city, now growing from a
small territorial capital into the great multicultural city it is today. But paradise has its dark side, whether
it's the daily struggle for survival in Honolulu's tenements, or a crime that will become the most infamous in
the islands' history... With its passionate knowledge of people and places in Hawai'i far off the tourist track,
Honolulu is most of all the spellbinding tale of four women in a new world, united by dreams,
disappointment, sacrifices, and friendship.
Flow Measurement Engineering Handbook - Richard W. Miller 1989
Single-source handbook to the selection, design, specification, and installation of flowmeters measuring
liquid, gas, and steam flows. Miller (president, RW Miller Consulting) supplies the key information on
seven-place equation constants and simplifying equations and includes many examples, graphs, and tables
to help improve performance, and save time and expense. The revised edition features the latest ISO,
ASME, and ANSI-related standards, meter influence quantities for flowmeters, and proposed orifice and
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Unlikely Stories, Mostly - Alasdair Gray 2021-02-18
The first short story collection from the irreplaceable Alasdair Gray, sublimely decorated throughout
The Sea Keeper's Daughters - Lisa Wingate 2015-09-08
From the #1 New York Times author of Before We Were Yours. From modern-day Roanoke Island to the
sweeping backdrop of North Carolina’s Blue Ridge Mountains and Roosevelt’s WPA folklore writers, past
and present intertwine to create an unexpected destiny. Restaurant owner Whitney Monroe is desperate to
save her business from a hostile takeover. The inheritance of a decaying Gilded Age hotel on North
Carolina’s Outer Banks may provide just the ray of hope she needs. But things at the Excelsior are more
complicated than they seem. Whitney’s estranged stepfather is entrenched on the third floor, and the
downstairs tenants are determined to save the historic building. Searching through years of stored family
heirlooms may be Whitney’s only hope of quick cash, but will the discovery of an old necklace and a
Depression-era love story change everything?
The Demands of Humanity - Gaines M. Foster 2005-01-01
From the earliest days of the Republic, the United States Army has not just maintained the national defense
but has also performed a wide variety of peacetime missions. Army officers helped explore the West, Army
engineers built early flood control systems, and Army pilots flew the first airmail routes. The Army Medical
Department in particular has long aided the civilian community. Its members regularly contributed to the
advancement of medical knowledge and in special situations provided health care for civilians. The
Demands of Humanity examines one aspect of that direct assistance, medical aid rendered during natural
disasters. Discussing help given both at home and abroad, this third volume in the Special Studies Series
examines the origin of the relief mission in the nineteenth century and recounts its history to 1976. With
their special expertise in public health and the treatment of mass casualties, Army medical personnel
during these years compiled an impressive record of assistance. After the Spanish-American War, Army
doctors made medical history in their campaigns against epidemic diseases in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the
Philippines. In times of twentieth century floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, famines, and
epidemics, Army medical personnel aided individuals and furnished stricken communities valuable advice
on sanitation and health care. The Demands of Humanity chronicles the humanitarian contribution made by
Army doctors, nurses, and medical corpsmen during disaster situations. It also examines the problems their
units encountered in relief operations and explains the development of the Army's assistance role. It
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thereby contributes not only to the often-neglected history of the peacetime role of the military but to the
history of social welfare policy in the United States as well. James L. Collins, Jr. Brigadier General, USA
Chief of Military History
The Works of John Adams, Second President of the United States - John Adams 1851

The Annals of the Barber-surgeons of London - Sidney Young 1890
The Comic History of England - Gilbert Abbott À Beckett 1894
A'Beckett and Leech were original contributors to "Punch, or the London Charivari" magazine, established
1841. It became the famous "Punch" magazine and remained in publication to 2002. A'Beckett also wrote
editorials for a similar concept magazine, "Figaro in London" that ceased publication in 1839. "In
commencing this work, the object of the Author was, as he stated in the Prospectus, to blend amusement
with instruction, by serving up, in as palatable a shape as he could, the facts of English History. He pledged
himself not to sacrifice the substance to the seasoning; and though he has certainly been a little free in the
use of his sauce, he hopes that he has not produced a mere hash on the present occasion. His object has
been to furnish something which may be allowed to take its place as a standing at the library table, and
which, though light, may not be found devoid of nutriment."--Preface.

ACCT4 Financial: Asia-Pacific Edition, 4th Edition - Jonathan Tyler 2021-10-01
ACCT4 Financial is for students learning the preparers/debits and credits approach to accounting,
presented in an easy-to-read and accessible style. Concise and complete new data and case studies from the
Australian branch of CSL have been included and the content fully updated. This fourth edition includes
new introductory coverage of GST and Ethics, and offers a strong suite of student and instructor resources
to enhance student learning and revision. Premium online teaching and learning tools are available on the
MindTap platform. Learn more about the online tools au.cengage.com/mindtap
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